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ABSTRACT: Solar water heating systems is one of the applications of solar energy. One of the components of a solar water heating system is a solar collector that consists of an absorber. The performance of the solar water heating system depends on the absorber in the solar collector. In countries with unsuitable weather conditions, the indoor testing of solar collectors with the use of a solar simulator is preferred. Thus, this study is conducted to use a multilayered absorber in the solar collector of a solar water heating system as well as to evaluate the performance of the solar collector in terms of useful heat of the multilayered absorber using the multidirectional ability of a solar simulator at several values of solar radiation. It is operated at three variables of solar radiation of 400 W/m², 550 W/m² and 700 W/m² and using three different positions of angles at 0º, 45º and 90º. The results show that the multilayer absorber in the solar collector is only able to best adapt at 45º of solar simulator with different values of radiation intensity. At this angle the maximum values of useful heat and temperature difference are achieved.
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7. INTRODUCTION

Energy is one of important daily resources in all walks of life [1, 2]. There are many types of energy resources in this world and the most common one is electrical energy [3]. Its importance is evident from the fact that if slight changes occur it can directly affect all human activities. This can be seen when there is only a change in the price of energy resources [4], it affects almost all human activities causing political and economic crises [3, 4]. This is due to the world’s energy supply based on diminishing fossil fuels[5]. This resource will begin to decrease starting in 2015 [6]. The impact of burning fossil fuels has also caused airspace to become increasingly polluted and cause global warming [7].

Instead of using fossil fuel as energy sources, another alternative energy that can be used in decreasing the undesirable effects to the environment is solar energy [8]. Solar energy is one of renewable energy that cannot be exhausted and is constantly renewed [9]. It is also considered to be economical, and environment friendly and due to its safety aspects it is worthwhile to be broadly applied and adopted by people. It can be harnessed either directly or indirectly deriving energy from the sunlight [10]. As there has been increase in demand as well as the higher cost of fossil fuels energy especially for domestic use, solar energy on the other hand, can overcome these problems especially in terms of water heating system applications [11].

In countries with unsuitable weather conditions, the indoor testing of solar collectors with the use of a solar simulator is preferred [12]. Solar simulators are generally of two types which are; those that use a point source of radiation mounted well away from the collector and those with large area multiple lamps mounted close to the collector. For this experiment, it focuses more on this second type of solar simulator [6].

By using a solar simulator, the experiment cannot be equated with the actual conditions under daily solar radiation. This is due to the factor of the air temperature and daily solar radiation which are affected by relative humidity or mass of air and also movement of the air that causes heat loss more rapidly through convection. The error in efficiency measured by using a solar simulator as compared to the actual intensity of solar radiation is about 6%. This solar simulator delivers a high heating effect, which is due to the high wavelength of infrared radiation as compared to a halogen lamp [12]. The rise in temperature is directly proportional to the exposure time in the actual situation. However, to look at the changing nature of the solar collector to the intensity of solar radiation, the use of solar simulator is the best comparative method in which its radiation can be set up and which remains constant.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

This experiment is called a multidirectional solar simulator (MSS) experiment. It uses the solar simulator instead of the intensity of the global solar radiation. It has been conducted by three variables of solar radiation that are at 400 W/m², 550 W/m² and 700 W/m² at the different positions of angle which are at 0°, 45° and 90° (see Figs. 1, 2 and 3 respectively). The objective of solar simulator experiment is to examine the useful heat of the multilayered absorber (Fig. 4) in solar collector with multidirectional ability of solar simulator at several values of solar radiation.
2.1 Experimental Materials

Table 1 below shows the items or materials that are used in the long term experiment. These are solar water heating system, pyranometer, digital temperature sensor, container, container of mineral water, small bench and weighing scale.

2.2 Experimental Procedure

The experiment begins with the following procedure. The solar simulator is positioned at of 0° based on Figure 1 with average value of solar radiation 400 W/m².
Table 1: The experimental materials, their specifications and functions for MSS experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Total item used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solar water heating system</td>
<td>Multilayered absorber (6 layers) of solar collector</td>
<td>To produce hot water</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar simulator</td>
<td>Halogen lamp with 500 W/unit, 220-240V/unit</td>
<td>To give the solar radiation by adjust the value of radiation</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyranometer</td>
<td>Apogee Logan UT SP-110</td>
<td>To measure the intensity of the global radiation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital temperature sensor</td>
<td>K-type</td>
<td>To record the temperature for each point</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Container</td>
<td>75g of container</td>
<td>To collect hot water</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Container of mineral water</td>
<td>1.5 liter of container of mineral water</td>
<td>container of mineral water as a water supply</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighing scale</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>To weigh the mass of empty container or with water</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small bench</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>To support water channel in horizontal condition</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Mass of empty container, \( m_c \) weighed by using weighing scale and the reading was recorded.
2. Water is filled into the container of mineral water. Water that has been used in this experiment is taken from the water supply.
3. Then, water will be inserted into temporary water storage until the water level at the temporary water storage is at the maximum level and water channel will be positioned as in Fig. 5.
4. The following initial data is recorded:
   a. ambient temperature (\( T_{a} \))
   b. water input temperature (\( T_{1} \))
   c. absorber temperature (\( T_{2} \))
   d. water output temperature (\( T_{3} \)) (see Figs. 6 and 7)
   e. outer cover temperature (\( T_{co} \))
   f. inner cover temperature (\( T_{ci} \))
   g. air temperature at collector (\( T_{a} \))
   h. solar radiation (\( S_t \))
5. After the initial reading being recorded, the solar water heating system has been exposed to the solar simulator within 600 s next reading recorded is at the next interval which is at 600 s.
6. When reaching the time at 600 s, the reading from ‘a’ until ‘h’ is recorded.
7. Procedures 2 till 3 are repeated and the reading from ‘a’ until ‘h’ is recorded at 600 s intervals until the last reading at 3000 s.
8. Procedures 1 until 7 are then repeated with the solar simulator at the position of 45° and 90° (see Figs. 2 and 3) respectively.

9. Procedures 1 until 8 are then repeated with the average of solar radiation at 550 W/m² and 700 W/m².

Fig. 5: Location of the clipped water channel.

Fig. 6: Position of collecting water from inlet through absorber and outer pipe.

Fig. 7: Position of collecting water from inlet through absorber and outer pipe (zoom in).

3. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

3.1 Useful Heat

In this experiment, the important measurement calculated is useful heat from the solar water heating system. Gravity energy is used since no external force such as pump is used in the investigation.
Based on Fig. 8,

\[ \dot{Q}_{\text{in}} + \dot{Q}_{\text{rad}} = \dot{Q}_{\text{out}} \quad (1) \]

\[ \dot{Q}_{\text{rad}} = \dot{Q}_{\text{out}} - \dot{Q}_{\text{in}} \quad (2) \]

\[ = \dot{m}_{\text{out}} c_p T_{\text{out}} - \dot{m}_{\text{in}} c_p T_{\text{in}} \quad (3) \]

Let assume,

\[ m_w = m_{c+w} - m_c \quad (4) \]

\[ \dot{m}_w = \frac{m_w}{t} \quad (5) \]

\[ \dot{m}_w = \dot{m}_{\text{in}} = \dot{m}_{\text{out}} \quad (6) \]

\[ T_{\text{in}} = T_1 \quad (7) \]

\[ T_{\text{out}} = T_3 \quad (8) \]

The useful heat,

\[ \dot{Q}_{\text{rad}} = \dot{m}_w c_p (T_{\text{out}} - T_{\text{in}}) \quad (9) \]

where

- \( m_c \) Mass of empty container [kg]
- \( m_{c+w} \) Mass of container + water [kg]
- \( m_w \) Mass of water [kg]
- \( \dot{m}_w \) Mass flow rate of water [kg/s]
- \( \dot{m}_{\text{in}} \) Mass flow rate input [kg/s]
- \( \dot{m}_{\text{out}} \) Mass flow rate output [kg/s]
- \( \dot{Q}_{\text{in}} \) Rate of input heat transfer [J/s]
- \( \dot{Q}_{\text{in}} \) Rate of output heat transfer [J/s]
- \( \dot{Q}_{\text{rad eff}} \) Useful heat [J/s]
- \( c_p \) Constant pressure specific heat of water [kJ/kg°C]
- \( t \) Total time to collect average water at outlet [s]
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the solar simulator experiment, the useful heat, $\dot{Q}_{\text{radd}}$ values have been compared using a solar simulator (not the real solar radiation), acting as the heat radiator, by determining the value of radiation intensity with 400 W/m$^2$, 550 W/m$^2$ and 700 W/m$^2$ from the different angles. This experiment is conducted to prove the capability of the multilayer absorber to absorb heat from multidirectional angle at different values of radiation intensity. The usage of solar simulator in long term period has provided the infrared radiation that causes the air temperature of the solar collector higher compared to the intensity of real solar radiation. Solar simulator with variation average value of radiation such as 400 W/m$^2$, 550 W/m$^2$ and 700 W/m$^2$ are used for this experiment. The solar simulator angle is varied as 0°, 45° and 90° to examine the accumulation of heat through absorber. The time interval of 600s is used for each experiment.

Based on Fig. 9 below, it shows the value of useful heat within interval of 600 s is the highest at angle of 45° followed by 90° and 0° which is the lowest value of useful heat. This also can be seen in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 where the value of useful heat is the highest at the angle of 45° for 400 W/m$^2$, 550 W/m$^2$ and 700 W/m$^2$ and the lowest is at the angle 0° (see Fig. 1). In summary, at this angle of 45° (see Fig. 2), the scattered intensity of the solar simulator is high and wide while the intensity of the solar simulator spread over the entire covering on each layer of the absorber.

![Fig. 9](image_url)

**Fig. 9:** $\dot{Q}_{\text{radd}}$ (J/s) versus Time (s) at 400 W/m$^2$.

At the angle of 90° (see Fig. 3), only the upper surface of the absorber could receive and absorb the high intensity of the solar simulator. The lower surface also will get the intensity of the solar simulator but its value is not as much as from the angle 45°. Meanwhile, at the angle of 0°, the total of intensity of solar simulator and heat absorbed by the multilayered absorber is the lowest as only side part of the multilayered absorber is exposed to the total of intensity of solar simulator. Other parts of the multilayered absorber, on the other hand get the lowest intensity of solar simulator which gives the lowest value of useful heat. The lowest surface area of the multilayered absorber that is exposed to the solar simulator radiation has given the big impact to the value of heat.
absorbed by the solar simulator radiation and subsequently to the value of useful heat. The high intensity value of solar simulator also affects the value of useful heat because both of these parameter directly affect the heat absorption. This can be proven at the angle of 45° (see Figs. 9, 10 and 11), in which the maximum value of useful heat at 400 W/m², 550 W/m² and 700 W/m² are respectively at 384.88 J/s, 520.08 J/s and 696.34 J/s. High intensity of solar simulator gives the high value of useful heat. From these three graphs, it could be concluded that the highest value of useful heat is at the angle of 45° followed by 90° and 0° at 400 W/m², 550 W/m² and 700 W/m². It means the higher the intensity of solar simulator, the higher value of useful heat could be obtained.

![Graph](Q\text{ radd vs Time (550 W/m²)})

Fig. 10: $\dot{Q}_{\text{radd}}$ (J/s) versus Time (s) at 550 W/m².

![Graph](Q\text{ radd vs Time (550 W/m²)})

Fig. 11: $\dot{Q}_{\text{radd}}$ (J/s) versus Time (s) at 700 W/m².

Graphs in Figs. 12, 13 and 14 clearly show that the useful heat versus temperature difference at 0° angle is the lowest value of useful heat. Meanwhile, Fig. 1 shows that the
light coming from the solar simulator is horizontally converging towards the absorber and solar collector. At this 0° angle, light can only be focused on the multilayered absorber closest to the solar simulator which is on the side layer. It means that only the side absorber layer can get the highest heat than the other opposite side and the following layer. Subsequently, the heat collected by the absorber is little to be transferred to water and thus the temperature difference will be small as well as useful heat (see Figs. 12, 13 and 14). This can be explained when there is high temperature difference then, the useful heat will also indicate a high value which is directly proportional. Thus, it can be concluded that the temperature difference and the variety of solar simulator angles play a crucial role in this research in which they can be highlighted as benefactor for acquiring difference of useful heat values.

Fig. 12: $\dot{Q}_{rad}$ (J/s) versus $\Delta T$ (°C) at 400 W/m$^2$.

Fig. 13: $\dot{Q}_{rad}$ (J/s) versus $\Delta T$ (°C) at 550 W/m$^2$. 
In addition, the area of absorber is leading to cause the highest of useful heat value. This situation can also be presented through the squares and multilayered absorber itself which it allows the intensity of the solar simulator focusing on the absorber layered by layered. Thus, the collected heat transfer will be high and this can be concluded that there is a linear relation between the area of absorber and the useful heat.

Besides, it can be clearly shown in Figs. 15, 16 and 17 that the temperature differences for the experiment with the angle of 45° is the highest at 400 W/m², 550 W/m² and 700 W/m² followed by experiment with the angle of 90° and 0°. From figures 15, 16 and 17, the maximum value of temperature difference at 45° are 21.7°C, 30.3°C and 39.7°C respectively. The high temperature difference gives the consequence to the heat absorbed by multilayer absorber and it shows that the high ability and performance of the absorber in the solar collector of the solar water heating system.
The experiment using the solar simulator shows the differentiation and rise of high temperature caused by long wave radiation in the solar collector causing a greenhouse effect which raises the temperature of solar collector higher than the ambient air temperature. Through the experiment using the solar simulator, it can be seen that the temperature is changing more than a real solar radiation. This is due to the solar simulator operation in the infrared wave range is higher compared to the real situation which is using solar radiation.

From the experiment of solar simulation above, it can be concluded that the multilayer absorber in the solar collector is only able to best adapt at 45° of solar simulator with different values of radiation intensity compared to 90° and 0° angles as at this angle, the maximum values of useful heat is achieved and better impact to the solar water heating system.
6. CONCLUSION

As a conclusion, the multilayered absorber inside the solar collector of solar water heating system is proven to play its main role when it is able to adapt in multidirectional solar radiation with different intensity of solar simulator. It can be concluded that the multilayer absorber in the solar collector is only able to best adapt at 45° of solar simulator with different values of radiation intensity compared to 90° and 0° angles. At this angle, the maximum values of useful heat and the temperature difference are achieved resulting in a more efficient solar water heating system.
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